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Name: Date:

Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
A traveling show; having sideshows and rides and games of skill etc.
A. carnivl   B. carnivle   C. carnival   D. karnival

2.
A crocheted or knitted garment covering the upper part of the body.
A. sweatr   B. sweatar   C. sweater   D. sweiter

3.
Take possession by force, as after an invasion; "The militia will ______ the 
castle."

A. kapture   B. capture   C. capturee   D. captur

4.
Take hold of so as to seize or restrain or stop the motion of; "______ the 
ball!"

A. catche   B. katch   C. cattch   D. catch

5.
A son or daughter.
A. chid   B. crild   C. child   D. chilld

6.
Lots of people will listen to music on these.
A. radios   B. radiose   C. rudios   D. raddios

7.
"Earth to Melissa! I tell you, she's always day ______."
A. dreiming   B. dreaming   C. dreameng   D. draiming

8.
You will �nd plenty of this in the garden.
A. dert   B. dirte   C. dart   D. dirt

9.
Woolly mammal related to the goat.
A. shep   B. shiep   C. sheep   D. sheap

10.
A toothed wheel that engages another toothed mechanism in order 
to change the speed or direction of transmitted motion.

A. geir   B. ger   C. gear   D. geare
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